ALPHA YOUTH SPORTS
COACHSPAN VIDEO LINK: https://coachspan.com/how-it-works/
For those interested above is a quick video about our FREE coach administration platform (CoachSpan).
Youth Organizations across the country with 10 or more coaches have been implementing CoachSpan to
automate coach signups, paperwork, training, and more...eliminating 50+ hours of manual, low level
administrative tasks each season while filling coaching positions a lot sooner and making it much easier
for coaches to sign up and complete their requirements. This spring we're offering a free "self pilot"
program so program leaders can see how it works (for both administrators and coaches) in advance
of their next youth sports season.

CoachSpan Information:
- After watching the video on our website, you'll see other useful information, including
Testimonials, Plan Levels, and more
- You can signup to Join a Demo
- Below you'll find a description of the Features/Benefits

CoachSpan: Recruiting/Training/Administering Youth Coaches just got a LOT
easier....
CoachSpan is a cloud-based platform that makes it significantly easier for youth organizations, in any
sport, to recruit, train, and administer youth coaches. It has several available plans, including a free plan.
We have developed the functionality to support all of the "youth coach processes", including recruiting
parents and other coaches, obtaining required forms, vetting prospective coaches, processing background
checks, training coaches, and then supporting them with coaching materials and other information
throughout the season. We are delivering these capabilities in a single, integrated platform that allows
organizations to consolidate the many "one off processes" they have in place today. In addition to
streamlining current coach processes, CoachSpan is helping youth organizations respond to growing state
and national mandates to improve coach vetting and training...and in an operationally efficient manner.
This revolutionary platform helps Program Directors fill coaching positions much faster and far more
efficiently, while largely eliminating the low-level manual work they have been doing to secure coaches.
You can say goodbye to the hundreds of emails to/from volunteers and need to manually update a "coach
spreadsheet". With CoachSpan, the coaches will fill in the "coach spreadsheet" for you when they sign
up online! CoachSpan also simplifies and expedites the coach on-boarding process, eliminating the paper
and hassle of coach paperwork using a digital coach registration form. In addition to significantly
reducing Program Directors' administrative burden, CoachSpan makes it easy to improve the quality of
your local program by implementing/improving a code of conduct and critical coach training. It’s now
easy to offer/require short video-based training that better prepares volunteer coaches, satisfies new
state/local requirements, and mitigates risk. Several "gold standard" youth coach training courses are
available for free on CoachSpan (ex: CDC's Heads Up course for concussion training). Sport specific
coaching material packages are also available on the platform, including our curriculum and coaching
materials for basketball and soccer (alphaBASKETBALL/alphaSOCCER). CoachSpan is very modular the core of the platform helps Program Directors recruit/secure coaches more efficiently and makes it

easy to communicate with them. The organization will be able to turn on/off the other modules as they see
fit.

